
 

 

 

December 7, 2022 

Cleary Gottlieb Sees Busy Year for LatAm Restructurings 

Firm advised half-a-dozen Latin America Chapter 11 cases this year. 

BY JOACHIM BAMRUD 

Cleary Gottlieb has had a big year for its bankruptcy practice, advising on half-a-dozen 

Latin America-related Chapter 11 cases, including from Chilean-Brazilian and Mexican 

airlines LATAM and Aeromexico.  

“More and more, for a variety of reasons, companies and creditors are utilizing Chapter 

11, either as a means to implement a restructuring or to gain time and protection to 

develop a plan of reorganization,” says partner Richard Cooper, a New York based 

bankruptcy and restructuring specialist. “They often see it as a better alternative to 

reorganize than out of court processes or local proceedings because, among other 

things, it can be a valuable tool to drive consensus. Even when you can’t do a pe-

packaged or pre-arranged deal, it still may be a useful technique to address structural 

challenges that a  businesses may face. Local proceedings have a role,  of course, and 

we have been involved in many of them, but Chapter 11 has some unique  benefits for 

all stakeholders, but it comes with costs and risks as well.” 

Apart from LATAM and Aeromexico, Cleary also has advised on Chapter 11 cases of 

Mexican hospitality company Grupo Posadas, Argentina-focused Stoneway Capital 

Corporation (SCC), AES’s Chilian subsidiary Alto Maipo and AlphaCredit (Alpha Latam 

Management LLC and four Colombian affiliates, not the operations in Mexico). 

However, Cleary has also been busy advising on other types of restructurings, including 

Brazilian miner Samarco and Brazilian construction company Andrade Gutierrez, which 

should receive Chapter 15 recognition for its Brazilian EJ plan very soon and 

Constellation Energy, where Cleary represented a secured lender group. 

 

“The last several years have been really busy in our cross-border practice,” Cooper 

says. “There’s probably another three or four companies I haven’t mentioned as well, so 

it has been a lot.” 



 

 

A LATAM airplane in Brazil. The LATAM Chapter 11 was Cleary Gottlieb's most complicated restructuring  

case in Latin America. (Photo:Rafael Luiz Canossa) 
 

 

LATAM AIRLINES 

Cleary Gottlieb represented LATAM Airlines Group S.A. (LATAM), Latin America’s 

largest air carrier, and certain of its affiliates in Chile, Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Ecuador, 

the Cayman Islands, and the United States, in the company’s successful exit on 

November 3 from a first-of-its-kind cross-border debt restructuring before the United 

States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York. 

Cooper and partners Lisa Schweitzer and Luke Barefoot led the Cleary team that 

advised LATAM.  

Both Cooper and Schweitzer single out LATAM as their most complex case. 

“While Aeromexico had a lot of complexity with lots of twists and turns as to who was 

ultimately going to be the plan sponsors, LATAM was particularly challenging,” Cooper 

says.  

Cleary filed in May 2020 at the beginning of the COVID pandemic when 95 percent of 

the airline’s revenue generating operations had shut down due to government travel 

restrictions.  



“There was an immediate need to address upcoming payments and access additional 

funding that would help preserve the business during the pendency of the pandemic,” 

Cooper says. “For a global airline that wasn’t in a position at the time to provide lenders 

much hard collateral, it was quite a challenge to raise the billions in funding LATAM 

would need. We came up with a unique structure to help address that challenge by 

securing, from the company’s largest shareholders, a subordinated tranche of funding 

that would in effect provide an equity cushion to more senior lenders that would come in 

after the filing.” 

An additional challenge that LATAM faced was the lack of visibility not only of the near-

term effects of the pandemic but also the long-term implications for the business, he 

points out. Relatively early on LATAM decided to reassess their business in light of the 

possible effects of the pandemic and use the tools available to them in Chapter 11 to 

renegotiate some of their long-term commitments. The ability to reject and renegotiate 

burdensome contracts is one of the key tools available to Chapter 11 debtors that is not 

present in many other legal jurisdictions. 

“Finally, what perhaps was the biggest challenge in the case was reconciling the 

requirement of Chapter 11 with Chilean corporate law,” Cooper says.  

Chapter 11 has a requirement that if a debtor’s plan of reorganization results in an 

impairment of its creditors than its more junior equity holders cannot recover their equity 

without the consent of the impaired creditors or a determination by the court that the 

equity is providing new value. That’s a foundational principle of Chapter 11. 

“However, under Chilean corporate law if you have to raise capital you need the 

company’s shareholders to approve the capital increase and also to provide 

shareholders the first right to invest for that equity,” Cooper says.  

Because LATAM would need billions of dollars of new equity upon emergence, Cleary 

had to find a way to reconcile Chapter 11 requirements with the practical necessities of 

raising capital for a Chilean company.  

“That was one of the real challenges of the case,” Cooper says. “Eventually we solved 

that issue by building a consensus around a solution that probably no one liked but 

everyone could live with, and we did so with the help of a lot of folks including a court 

appointed mediator and the company’s local counsel at [Chilean law firm] Claro. 

Avoiding a protracted litigation over that issue, which could have been litigated in the 

U.S. and Chilean courts, was one of the big successes in the case.” 

Dealing with the local law issues was particularly challenging where you file a case 
without the end solution already negotiated, adds Schweitzer. “All the recent Latin 
American chapter 11 cases were unique, but that issue really stood out in this case,” 
she says 

When comparing Grupo Posadas to LATAM, it underscores one of the risks of a free fall 

Chapter 11 (where there is no agreed plan up front), Cooper points out. 



“LATAM had several litigation battles during the case, and that made the case longer 

and more costly and drove up professional fees, among other things,” he says. “Also, 

the macro environment changed dramatically from the beginning of the case to the end 

of the case. That too created complexity as parties negotiated over terms early in the 

case that, in hindsight, because of the changed macro environment, were probably not 

worth fighting over. One of the things the debtor did insist on early on in the case was 

that the backstop commitment from the parties agreeing to buy its reorganized equity be 

of a very long duration, and that proved extremely valuable to the company with the 

change in macro- economic conditions.” 

LATAM’s Chapter 11 cases represent one of the largest bankruptcies filed in recent 

times, involving over $16 billion in liabilities and ultimately involving thirty-eight debtors, 

including LATAM’s largest passenger and cargo airline affiliates. This restructuring 

involved a series of heavily contested matters, including four, multi-billion-dollar trial-like 

hearings in 2022 alone, in each of which LATAM ultimately prevailed and obtained the 

approval of an innovative DIP Financing structure (that has since been adopted in 

several other complex restructurings), and its plan and related multi-billion dollar 

backstop financing arrangements. Cleary also defended confirmation of LATAM’s plan 

of reorganization in a series of expedited appeals. 

AEROMEXICO 

Cleary Gottlieb was counsel to certain funds managed by affiliates of Apollo Global 
Management, Inc. in the voluntary restructuring of the debt and equity of Grupo 
Aeroméxico S.A.B. de C.V. (Aeroméxico), and certain of its affiliates, under chapter 11 
bankruptcy protection in the United States. Upon Aeroméxico’s emergence from chapter 
11 in March this year, the Apollo Funds were the largest shareholder of the reorganized 
company. 
Aeroméxico filed its chapter 11 petition in June 2020. In August 2020, Apollo Funds 
agreed to provide a $1 billion senior secured superpriority multi-tranche debtor in 
possession term loan facility (DIP facility), of which approximately $650 million in 
original principal amount of the Tranche 2 Loans (plus accrued interest) will be 
converted into equity in the reorganized Aeroméxico.  On January 28, 2022, 
Aeroméxico’s chapter 11 plan of reorganization, which received support from all classes 
of creditors, was confirmed by the Bankruptcy Court for the SDNY. 
 
Aeroméxico is Mexico's flag carrier airline, as well as Mexico's leading airline in terms of 
market share, fleet size, and network.  As Mexico's only full-service carrier, prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic Aeroméxico offered 577 daily passenger flights on average, 
servicing 43 domestic and 46 international destinations from Mexico. 
 

“Aeromexico was a fascinating case,” Cooper says. “You had 50% of the company 

owned by Delta, one of the best operators in the business. We were representing a 

large PE fund that was the largest DIP lender and ultimately the largest shareholder of 

the company post reorganization. The architecture for the Aeromexico DIP loan was 

basically invented in the LATAM case, and it gave the DIP lender a lot of optionality and 



leverage that you never really saw before the pandemic. It’s a DIP where at the DIP 

lender’s option it could get repaid in cash or reorganized equity. It was approved by 

Judge Chapman in the Aeromexico case, but a similar feature wasn’t approved by 

Judge Garrity in the LATAM case. The DIP and its convertible feature really drove the 

restructuring process.” 

Aeromexico did not seek recognition in Mexico, whereas LATAM did seek it in Chile, 
Schweitzer points out.  

“When you're advising a client that needs to reorganize, the first question is where is the 
right place to restructure,” she says. “For each new situation, you have to consider 
where you will get the best shot at restructuring the company's debt with its various 
creditors.” 

The Aeromexico decision was not to seek recognition in Mexico because there was less 

confidence in how a Mexican court would handle that compared to expectations in 

LATAM with how a Chilean court would address the case even though it had never 

been done, Cooper says.  

“In Aeromexico, a lot of the concern was that seeking recognition would take a long time 

and the outcome would be, less predictable,” he says. “Also, the company thought it 

could manage the situation in Mexico even without a recognition, which proved to be 

correct. No local creditors ever ran to a local court to challenge the Chapter 11 

process.” 

GRUPO POSADAS 

Cleary Gottlieb is representing Grupo Posadas S.A.B. de C.V. (Posadas) and its affiliate 
Operadora del Golfo de Mexico S.A. de C.V., the largest hotel operator in Mexico, in the 
successful restructuring of $392.6 million of Posadas’ 7.875% senior notes due June 
2022. 

Posadas’ pre-packaged plan of reorganization was approved by U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
judge Sean H. Lane on December 8, 2021, and the plan became effective on December 
15, 2021.  

Following extensive negotiations with the ad hoc group of noteholders, Posadas signed 
a restructuring support agreement on August 17, 2021. In addition, Posadas signed a 
restructuring letter agreement with an additional group noteholders on August 17, 2021. 
On October 26, 2021, Posadas filed its pre-packed plan of reorganization pursuant to 
Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
Southern District of New York. Pursuant to the agreed plan, all classes of creditors will 
remain unimpaired and will be paid in full in the ordinary course, except for holders of 
the existing notes, which will receive new senior secured notes in exchange for their 
existing notes claims. The new notes have an extended maturity date of 2027 and will 
be guaranteed by Posadas’ subsidiaries. 
 



“Grupo Posadas is a good example of how having that “end solution” really expedite the 

process,” Cooper says. “Grupo Posadas is the largest hotel and resorts business in 

Mexico, and of course it was immediately impacted by the pandemic and related travel 

restrictions. It too had no visibility into what the near- and long-term implications of the 

pandemic would be for its business therefore it was reluctant to go for a quick resolution 

with its creditors that may miss the mark. But after a number of months, it had more 

confidence in what its’ near- and long-term prospects would be and by the time it filed it 

had a fully agreed plan of reorganization with enough creditors to implement it quickly in 

Chapter 11. It was in and out of Chapter 11 in less than 60 days.” 

ALTO MAIPO 

Cleary Gottlieb successfully represented Alto Maipo SpA (Alto Maipo) and Alto Maipo 

Delaware LLC (Alto Maipo Delaware; collectively, the debtors) through their voluntary 

reorganization and restructuring of debt under Chapter 11 protection in the United 

States. 

Alto Maipo is a special purpose company, incorporated under Chilean law for the 

purpose of developing, constructing, and operating a hydroelectric energy project in the 

Santiago Metropolitan Region of Chile. The hydroelectric energy project commenced full 

commercial operations in April 2022 and now provides significant zero-emissions 

energy to Chile’s electric grid. 

The debtors successfully negotiated and entered into a restructuring support agreement 

with a super-majority of their senior lenders, which facilitated their successful 

reorganization. The debtors also renegotiated several of their most critical construction 

contracts, thus facilitating the successful completion of the hydroelectric project on time 

and during the Chapter 11 process. The debtors also obtained exit financing and 

working capital facilities from their DIP lender as well as additional concessions that 

facilitated the unimpaired treatment of general unsecured claims. 

The Bankruptcy Court entered an order confirming the debtors’ Chapter 11 Plan on May 

13, 2022, over the objection of the Office of the United States Trustee. The restructuring 

transactions closed and the plan became effective on May 26, 2022. 

“Alto Maipo was a good example of a case where if you were going to restructure you 

typically would try to do that out of court and you typically wouldn’t use Chapter 11,” 

Cooper says. “Even though there was over $2 billion dollars of debt there were less 

than 15 institutions that held it and most of them were banks, including some 

development banks. So, the initial thinking was to try to restructure on an out of court 

basis. But the issue was that they had done two prior restructurings and each took a 

really long time. The company was nearing completion of its hydroelectric project and 

had to move expeditiously to restructure its capital structure before that occurred. The 

company was able to do a pre-arranged Chapter 11 which is almost as expeditious as a 

pre-pack. We got 70 percent of creditors to agree on a plan before we filed. We had 



some ins and outs along the way but ultimately the company emerged from Chapter 11 

in less than six months.” 

STONEWAY 

Cleary Gottlieb represented an ad hoc group of holders of Stoneway Capital 

Corporation’s (SCC) 10% senior secured notes due 2027, including Blackrock, Baupost, 

Carmignac, Doubleline, Fidelity, and GML, in the May 17, 2022, closing of the 

restructuring of SCC’s and certain of its affiliated entities’ indebtedness. 

The restructuring of approximately $984 million of indebtedness (including accrued and 

unpaid interest) was implemented through a plan of reorganization pursuant to Chapter 

11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code and a plan of arrangement pursuant to the Canada 

Business Corporations Act (CBCA) in conjunction with an out-of-court sale transaction 

of all or substantially all of Stoneway’s assets to MSU Energy Holding Ltd. (MSU). As 

consideration for the assets, SCC Power Plc (an affiliate of MSU) issued to the ad hoc 

group and certain other creditors and interest holders of Stoneway $17.86 million 6% 

secured first-lien notes due 2028, $310 million 8% secured second-lien notes due 2028, 

and $200 million 4% secured third-lien notes due 2032. 

As a result of a series of business and liquidity challenges, as well as the initiation of 

certain arbitral proceedings against SCC, Stoneway defaulted on the notes and a 

mezzanine loan. Following the default and a series of enforcement actions taken by the 

mezzanine lenders as a result of voluntary insolvency filings in Argentina, Stoneway 

entered into a series of formal and informal standstill agreements with the ad hoc group 

and the mezzanine lenders. Having failed to reach an agreement with the ad hoc group, 

SCC and various related entities filed voluntary petitions for relief under Chapter 11 of 

the U.S. Bankruptcy Code in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New 

York in April 2021. Since that time, Stoneway, the ad hoc group, the mezzanine lenders, 

and MSU negotiated the terms of the restructuring, which culminated in the approval of 

the CBCA plan on May 3, 2022, and the Chapter 11 plan on May 12, 2022. 

SCC was established in 2016 for the purpose of constructing, owning, and operating 

power plants to provide electricity to the wholesale electricity market in Argentina 

through indirect subsidiaries. The plants have an aggregate installed generation 

capacity of 806.5 MW, which made SCC one of the leading power generation groups in 

the country of Argentina based on MWs of installed generation capacity according to 

CAMMESA. 

“Stoneway was an interesting case where we represented secured bondholders,” 

Cooper says. “We were trying to get that deal through Canada when the company 

decided to preempt that and file in the US. A plan of reorganization was eventually 

agreed and it involved a sale of the business to a new owner.” 

DIFFERENT PATHS 

Schweitzer points out that each Chapter 11 case Cleary advised on had their own path.  



“When you step back and look at how each case unfolded, they each had their own 

track,” she says. “LATAM was probably one of the most high-stake cases in litigation 

but also the perception of upside, and people had such an interest in the company. 

Even where the companies used chapter 11, they each took a different path. The 

various filings each proved you can use chapter 11 to succcessfully reorganize a Latin 

American business, but each one took their own path. Going forward, I don't think 

companies should automatically assume chapter 11 is the right choice for everyone, but 

it is a real choice that should be considered.” 

Cooper concurs. “There is no one-size fits all solution,” he says. “One of the differences 

doing this now versus twenty years ago is that more companies have bond debt and 

bonds are more difficult to deal with when it comes to a default. Latin American 

companies are also more sophisticated now and there is less of a stigma regarding 

using Chapter 11 to implement a restructuring.  LATAM was a great company before 

the pandemic, and it will be even more successful after Chapter 11 given that it came 

out with less leverage and new long term lease terms on all of its aircraft and engines.” 

Cleary expects another busy year next year.    

“Given the general macro outlook, including rising interest rates and a likely recession, I 

expect things to be busy particularly starting in the 2nd half of 2023,” Cooper says.  
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